Abstract. Compressed sensing (CS) using overcomplete wavelet dictionaries has been a well-investigated topic in the recent times for image and vision applications. In this paper, different overcomplete wavelet transforms have been studied to estimate the best transform. Performance evaluations are carried out for different overcomplete wavelet transforms from highly undersampled and inaccurate measurements for the recovery of images in frequency as well as physical domains.
Introduction
Compressed sensing (CS) aims to recover a signal, which in some way difficult to measure, but otherwise naturally gifted with the unique property called the sparsity or compressibility over another domain quite different from its physical domain by measuring only a few projections of the signal instead of its samples directly. This is far less than the Shannon-Nyquist sampling rate [1] . Success of CS heavily relies on the existence of the transform or dictionary over which the signal is having the best possible representation in a sparse way. Besides such transform or dictionary must also be nearly orthogonal or incoherent to the signal projection or measurement matrix, which in some cases are already fixed (like in the case of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)) or in others, have limited flexibility due to hardware limitations (wireless sensors in body area networks). So, from the signal processing point of view choosing the best transform or design of the overcomplete dictionary is of paramount importance or interest for efficient and exact recovery of the signal from the available measurements. As reported in [1] , sparsity gives the representation of a signal as a linear combination of a few large coefficients and coherence is the measure of maximum correlation between measurement and representation bases. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is the sparsifying overcomplete wavelet transform that has been in use for signal processing for many years with many successful and breakthrough applications. DWT can give optimal sparse representation for signals, which are piecewise smooth and have singularities, like, jumps and spikes. It is because wavelets are very compact functions and singularities (due to discontinuities in the signal) produce large magnitude wavelet coefficients, which are distinct from others. However, the DWT suffers from some fundamental limitations, like, oscillations near discontinuities, shift-invariance, lack of directional property, and aliasing due to downsampling operation. The double-density DWT (DD-DWT) [2] and the dual-tree complex DWT (DT-CoWT) [3] are redundant or overcomplete transforms (having a redundancy factor of two), nearly shift-invariant, and based on FIR perfect reconstruction filter banks. DD-DWT approximates the continuous wavelet transform by introducing additional wavelet function while the DD-CoWT possesses special properties of complex wavelet functions suitable for vision and image information processing. Both DD-DWT and DD-CoWT outperform the critically sampled DWT. Moreover, DD-CoWT is a complex-valued wavelet transform and most suitable for signal modeling and denoising. Double-density dual-tree DWT (DD-DT-DWT) [4] is an overcomplete transform and possesses merits of both DD-DWT and DD-CoWT i.e. more wavelet functions to approximate properties of the continuous wavelet transform and complex wavelets functions for an effective image representation. As reported, the DD-DT-DWT overcomplete dictionary will be more suitable for image denoising, enhancement, and segmentation and most importantly in sparse signal representation.
In this paper, our aim is to study the incoherence properties of different overcomplete wavelet transforms and evaluate suitability of the transform for compressed sensing applications. In particular, we study the restricted isometric property (RIP) for these overcomplete wavelet dictionaries with sensing matrices in physical and frequency domains. Next, performances of these overcomplete wavelet transforms are seen for compressed sensing image reconstruction from inaccurate and highly undersampled measurements in both domains.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 a brief background on overcomplete wavelets and important definitions on CS are given. Section 3 discusses on the methodology adopted and Section 4 gives detailed simulation results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Background and Definitions
In this section, a short theoretical background on overcomplete wavelet transform is discussed. DWT is based on two multiresolution expansion functions that is the scaling and wavelet functions. 2-D DWT consists of one 2-D scaling function and three 2-D wavelet functions. Fig. 1 shows the 2D wavelet functions. The HH wavelet subband does not have the ability to isolate orientations as it mixes the -45 0 and +45 0 orientations. Lack of directionality and other limitations: shift-variance, aliasing, oscillations are the main problems in the DWT. In order to overcome these limitations, many researchers in signal processing later developed overcomplete wavelet transforms or frames.
Dual Tree CoWT (DT-CoWT)
Motivated from the fact that Fourier transform does not oscillate between positive and negative values near the discontinuity, is perfectly shift-invariant, does not give aliases, and highly directional, the dual-tree CoWT was conceived in [3] . It is designed by interconnecting two DWTs, one in the real part (upper half) and the other in the imaginary part (lower half). In Fig. 2 (a), low-pass filters, 0 () hn and 0 () gn maintain one-half sample shift such that the two wavelets (in both the halves) form a Hilbert transform pair: 
In Fig. 2(c) , first row indicates wavelet subbands orientations in the real part, the second row shows the same in the imaginary part and third row shows the magnitude.
Thus, it is expansive by a factor of 2 for 1-D and by a factor of 4 for 2-D that is 2
Double Density DWT (DD-DWT)
DD-DWT is nearly shift-invariant like that of the DT-CoWT and has a redundancy factor of 2. It contains one scaling function and two wavelet functions shifted by onehalf from one another [2] :
The block diagram of forward and inverse DD-DWT including analysis and synthesis filters is shown in Fig. 3 (a) . This transform has more degrees of freedom in comparison to DT-CoWT as now the wavelet functions need not be a Hilbert Transform pair. This further means that they lack directionality property of DTCoWT. Therefore, to preserve the merits of DT-CoWT, two DD-DWTs are merged to form a new overcomplete wavelet transform that is the double-density dual-tree DWT
(DD-DT-DWT) [4] .
Double-Density Dual-Tree DWT (DD-DT-DWT)
It has two scaling functions and four wavelet functions, that is
. These wavelets also contain one-half shift property such that:
The above wavelet functions form Hilbert transform pairs, i.e. Fig. 3(b) shows the filter bank structure for analysis. It is expanded by a factor of 4 in 1-D and in 2-D, it consists of 32 oriented wavelets and have the directionality property.
Sparsity and Incoherence
Most of the signals in the nature are sparse when represented over a proper basis set T  . Thus, a sparse signal f can be represented as: 
where k  and j  are columns of  and  , respectively; N is the length of the signal. Consider the CS measurement matrix A of size MN  ( MN  ),
where R is a binary matrix of size MN  that selects M rows from  . The restricted isometry property (RIP) states that for a S -sparse vector, f the Scolumns taken from A need to be nearly orthogonal, mathematically, 
Proposed Methodology
In order to carry out CS reconstructions with overcomplete wavelet transforms successfully, it is desired that transforms should have maximal incoherence with the sensing matrix. Therefore, in the proposed work we first estimate the mutual coherence of different overcomplete wavelet transforms with a relatively simple procedure before applying the CS reconstruction algorithm.
Estimation of mutual coherence
Approximation of mutual coherence of the overcomplete wavelet transform may be done by Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. Instead of finding the full set of inner products as in Eqn. (8), the mutual coherence can be approximated for a subset of columns of the CS matrix T A WRF  defined by:
where  is one of the overcomplete wavelet transforms discussed above,  is calculated as:
L is a big number. We adopt a strategy like the one applied in [5, 6] for the estimation of mutual coherence.
CS reconstruction from partial measurements
If x is sparse, CS reconstruction is able to recover the sparse vector x , given its measurements y by solving the following constrained optimization problem, i.e. 
where mn R  is the binary matrix having exactly one non-zero value in every row at random locations, nn   is the sensing basis and ŋ is the additive white Gaussian noise vector. Since elements i x are independent, so we can solve an unconstrained minimization problem for each i x , i.e. To solve the above problem for large-scale data, a simple iterative procedure is adopted applying soft-thresholding and data consistency, simultaneously. This algorithm is popularly known by the name projections over convex sets (POCS) in the literature. The basic steps of the proposed algorithm for our applications would be as follows: 
Experimental Results
Simulations are carried out in the MATLAB environment run on a PC equipped with Intel i7 processor, 4GB of RAM. Overcomplete wavelet dictionaries are simulated using source codes available at [7, 8] . Results are obtained using test images collected from standard image database 1 and MRI images collected from 2 . All the results are averaged over many runs to avoid any bias.
Evaluation of mutual coherence (µ) between Fourier and overcomplete wavelet transforms
By applying the procedure in subsection 3.1, µ for different overcomplete wavelet transforms with the Fourier sensing matrix are calculated. Results are given in Table  1 . DD-CoWT gives the least coherence approximations and they are most incoherent than other two overcomplete wavelet transforms in the frequency domain.
Image reconstruction in frequency domain
CS reconstruction is performed using Algorithm 1 using different wavelet transforms for a test image shown in Fig. 5 (a) . Undersampling in the frequency domain is carried out using the mask in Fig. 5 (b) . Least RMS error is observed for the DTCoWT as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 6 (a) . Although theoretical estimation gives the least value of mutual coherence for DD-DWT, yet the performance of DD-CoWT is better than DD-DWT for sparse signal reconstruction in the frequency domain. This may be because DD-CoWT is complex, nearly analytic, and highly directional compared to the DD-DWT. Reconstructed images in Figs. 7 (a)-(j) show that the DDCoWT produces relatively less visible errors as observed in Fig. 7(b) . All the algorithms converge after 20-25 iterations as shown in Fig. 6 (b) .
Image reconstruction in physical domain
POCS algorithm is also used for image reconstruction in the physical domain. The mask in physical domain R is directly applied to the test image in Fig. 8 (a) . Results are observed after reconstruction of 20% discarded pixels and presented in Table 3 and Figs. 9 (a)-(j) . Here again, DT-CoWT performs better than other transforms.
------------------------- Table 3 : RMS error and SNR (dB) for wavelets 
Conclusion
In this paper, experiments are carried out to find out the best overcomplete wavelet transform for CS reconstruction of images in frequency as well as spatial domains. Dual-tree complex wavelet transform performs better than other overcomplete wavelets in terms of compressive signal reconstruction. Results are evaluated on MRI and photographic images in terms of quantitative and visual analysis.
